А theoretical study on ionization of sartans in aqueous media and on interactions with surfactant micelles.
The ionization order of sartans in aqueous media and possible way of interactions between their equilibrium forms and surfactant micelles have been theoretically investigated. The examined sartans are ampholytes (irbesartan and losartan) and a diacid (valsartan) with the close values of ionization constants. In order to get a better insight in the overlapped protolytic equilibria of sartans and to predict an affinity of the equilibrium forms interacting with micelles as biomembrane mimetic systems, the theoretical study was performed. Energy calculation of the optimized structures of the equilibrium forms was performed at the B3LYP/6-31G (d,p) level of the Density Functional Theory (DFT). The results of the theoretical study helped to assign the experimentally determined pKa values to the corresponding ionizable centers and confirmed that in all examined compounds, the higher pKa values can be attributed to ionization of tetrazole. The molecular descriptor values showed that sartans interact predominantly with the micelle surfaces. The equilibrium forms of ampholytes demonstrate higher affinity to the micelles, as compared to the forms of the diprotic acid. Additionally, it was shown that the uncharged molecular forms of ampholytes are more lipophylic then their zwitterionic forms.